SWINGOBOT 2000

Discover productivity without additional effort.

In 2015 Diversey acquired Intellibot, a company specializing in robotic cleaning for more than 30 years.
In less than 2 years, TASKI and Intellibot came together to bring you a state-of-the-art robotic
cleaning machine based on TASKI cleaning and Intellibot robotics. Today, TASKI leads
robotics by bringing you the best of both worlds: The TASKI SWINGOBOT 2000.

TASKI SWINGOBOT 2000 helps you to:
• Improve cleaning performance
• Increase productivity throughout the facility
• Manage risks by ensuring and tracking day-to-day activity
BEFORE

• Differentiate your operations by adopting an innovative solution
• Bring your current staff to another level of cleaning

Improve cleaning performance
AFTER

While TASKI SWINGOBOT 2000 is taking care of your floor, your cleaning staff can get
additional time on their schedule to take care of other tasks better than ever. You can now
realize the well-known optimum washing results of Sinner’s Circle.

Increase productivity throughout the facility
TASKI SWINGOBOT 2000 is the right partner to help you reach more with less. In times like
these when profit is seen as the highest priority for everyone, TASKI SWINGOBOT 2000 offers
higher productivity without compromising any of your current cleaning activities.

Manage risks by ensuring and tracking day-to-day activity
Recording every site’s floor surface from day 1, TASKI SWINGOBOT 2000 can repeat tasks
each day with recorded schedules. New staff members will not require additional training
after the first configuration. Staff can also share detailed cloud-based reports with IntelliTrack
and IntelliTrail, integral parts of the Diversey Internet of Clean (IoC) platform.

Differentiate your operations by adopting an innovative solution
With robotic cleaning, we have seen more travelers remember boarding, patients smile in
hospital corridors, kids having fun around our TASKI machines in shopping malls and cleaners
with less fatigue after their floor cleaning tasks. TASKI SWINGOBOT 2000, its predecessor
TASKI SWINGOBOT 1650, and the rest of the TASKI range continue to create new
dimensions for your site to improve the quality of life for a facility and its occupants.

Bring your current staff to another level of cleaning
In the digital and robotic age, Generation Y is riding the wave of advanced cleaning that
manages and configures technology solutions on-site. Future generations will be even more
prepared. TASKI SWINGOBOT 2000 can lead cleaners to differentiate their jobs and skills in
this new space.

Is it complex to operate?
The intuitiveness of the touch-screen and system makes the learning process easy and
convenient. When it comes to preparing the machine and daily maintenance, TASKI
SWINGOBOT 2000 is very similar to the way a traditional machine operates. In autonomous
mode, the machine has both manual and advanced custom options.

Focus on technology
The TASKI SWINGOBOT 2000 operates autonomously by sonar, 2D LIDAR, touch shield
sensors and floor-detector sensors. These sensors work in harmony with the robot’s
computer software. The software receives push notifications from the IntelliTrack system
when needed. Everything is programmed for worst-case scenarios, so the robot will
intelligently stop as soon as any change in its environment is detected. It can also avoid
obstacles that may be present on its path.

Equipped with an extra set of intelligent solutions
• I ntelliTrail (standard): An intelligent telemetry system (part of our IoC platform) allows you
to manage your TASKI SWINGOBOT 2000 fleet with the rest of your fleet
• I ntelli-Trak (standard): Creates alerts and reports to improve transparency of
daily activities.
• I ntelliDose (standard): A chemical-solution pouch that allows you to clean up to 30.000 sq
m with one application
• I ntelliFlow (standard): An innovative dilution control system that optimizes solution
consumption up to 78%
• I ntelliControl (optional): Allows you to operate machines remotely if you are far from
their location
• IntelliPad (optional): Reduces pad consumption by up to 70%

TASKI SWINGOBOT 2000 customer experiences are reinforcing
those of SWINGOBOT 1650
“It shows visitors that we are right on track when it comes to offering new solutions.”
Hans Bendik Eriksen, ISS, Norway

“Having a cleaning robot for colleagues makes the day go a lot easier.”
Mehnaz Palani, ISS, Olso Airport

“TASKI SWINGOBOT does the boring floor cleaning jobs so that staff can focus on more
complex and valuable tasks.”
Sander Haas, Asito, Netherlands

“Cleaners can facilitate more activities in a shorter period of time.”
Lowie Swinkels, Student, Koning Willem I Collegue

“It is not only about a piece of technology, it is also the TASKI support you get.“
William Dillon, Upper Merion School District, United States

Scrubbing is only the beginning
Alongside TASKI SWINGOBOT 2000, the TASKI Intellibot range also includes
TASKI AEROBOT 1850, an autonomous vacuum cleaner designed for large
carpet surface areas, and TASKI DUOBOT with double-cylindrical
brush technology for deep scrubbing and
debris removal in one step!

Diversey has been, and always will be,
pioneers and facilitators for life. We
constantly deliver revolutionary cleaning
and hygiene technologies that provide
total confidence to our customers across
all of our global sectors. Led by Dr. Ilham
Kadri, President & CEO, and headquartered
in Charlotte, North Carolina, USA,
Diversey employs approximately 9,000
people globally, generating net sales of
approximately $2.6 billion in 2016.
For more information, visit www.diversey.
com or follow us on social media.
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